Focus Group 1 – Search and Landing Page

Initial/Default Landing Page
Feedback
- A majority of users wanted to maintain current WFDSS functionality of being able to set a landing page post login.
- Users had a slight preference for the Incident Page a default landing page

Resolution
- As a result of feedback we are prioritizing the ability to set a user’s “initial” page post login.
- Based on user feedback the default initial page for users will be the “Incidents” page

Incidents Page
Feedback
- Most people would rather “search” than “filter” to find an incident or otherwise found that the way the filter worked was a bit awkward.
- It was confusing to users to have the fires both in the map and in the right hand panel not make the cursor change when passing over the incident name. And it was requested that the incidents be labeled in the map.

Resolution
- The NextGen team decided to change the title of the “filter” field to “Search Current Map View”
- The NextGen team decided to add the following text to “Search Current Map View” field: “Search by Incident Name or Landowner Category”
- Incident Name in the list and in the map will be highlighted in blue to indicate they are clickable and have cursor style change to a pointer type to indicate it was clickable.

Misc Feedback
Feedback
- Concerns were raised regarding map performance on low bandwidth connections
- There were questions and comments regarding Relative Risk, Values, Incident details and other parts of the application but those weren’t assessed as part of this feedback session.

Resolution
- Map performance and overall application performance continue to be a top priority for the application and we continue to test and make sure the application can load and refresh as quickly as possible.